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Abstract
Push-based delivery has motivated a growing interest, allowing dissemination of
information to a large set of users, both in wired and wireless environments. In this
paper, we present GIL, a software tool to automate the development process of
information dissemination applications, which run on top of Ubidata, our software
framework for mobile computing. GIL makes the channel definition and creation an
easy task, even for non-technicians.
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1. Introduction

Most research in mobile computing has addressed adaptation of network protocols to wireless

communications and providing operating system support for poor connectivity. We believe that it is

essential to also consider the software engineering of applications for mobile users. The constraints of the

small portable devices that mobile users will handle to access information and challenging usability

requirements anticipate the need for new interaction metaphors and new development environments and

processes.

To face the mobility constraints, applications must anticipate user’s information needs as they roam with

minimum user interaction. Given these intrinsic characteristics, we believe that the information-push

paradigm is especially useful for the development of some mobile applications [14].

To address these needs, we have developed Ubidata, a framework to mobile information dissemination [1].

Ubidata looks into mobile computing problems mainly from the perspective of the software engineering of
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information processing applications. This framework has been specifically designed for providing a solution

to information distribution to a large set of mobile users, based on extensions to channels [6], and a hybrid

scheme of dissemination of information [7]. These new channels are dynamic, in the sense that information

pushed and presented to individual receivers depends on their location and changes as they roam. Ideally,

those who define what information is to be disseminated should not be aware of the complexities of the

infrastructure used to disseminate the information, so that those who create and manage the channels are

experts in their application domain, and not necessarily computer experts. To provide automatic support for

the analysis phase of the development process of Ubidata’s applications, we have developed GIL, an open

and portable tool for editing and generating dynamic channel specifications. GIL is a multi-user,

collaborative, editing tool.

The paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. Section 3 and Section 4 present an

overview of UbiData’s information model, its architecture, and the development process for UbiData’s

applications. In Section 5, we describe GIL and present our conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Our research involves concepts from current work in information dissemination technologies and in object-

oriented software engineering. To gain a common understanding of basic terms, we give a short overview

about the work that is most related to the theme of this paper.

Information Dissemination Models

Recent advances in information technology have motivated a growing interest for solutions based on the

push concept, allowing content providers to deliver information directly onto users' desktops. However,

almost all existing so-called push applications are still based on the traditional client-server model [14].
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Clients are configured to regularly ask for updates to data of interest, without the need for human

intervention. These applications are called smart pull.

True push is the real broadcast of information, where the provider of the information “feeds” the receivers

whenever information is produced. In this model, receivers have a passive role and providers can

distribute/disseminate information to a restricted subset of the receivers. The concept of broadcast data

delivery is not new, and a survey can be found in [13].

Our work follows a hybrid scheme of data delivery according to the classification suggested by Franklin and

Zdonik [7]. In their work, they propose a general architecture for Dissemination-Based Information Systems

(DBIS) that incorporates multiple modes of data delivery such as request/response, polling,

publish/subscribe and periodic broadcast. In the polling approach (periodic pull), a system may periodically

send requests to other sides to obtain data. In a publisher/subscriber system (aperiodic push), users specify

the types of information they wish to receive.

Another body of relevant work is view maintenance in mobile environments [19]. When consumers access a

continuously changing database from a mobile computer, two costs will usually be incurred: access cost and

communication cost. To reduce these costs, the mobile user can materialize a view, called a dynamic view,

which can be divergent from the one at the database publisher. However, our approach is different. Instead

of seeing the information dissemination system as a set of materialized views replicated in mobile clients, we

see information dissemination as a filtering process that conveys only that part of the data that is relevant to

the mobile client.
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Markup Languages for Information Dissemination

Push systems operating in heterogeneous environments need a common format to describe what information

is disseminated to receivers. XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a meta-language that defines

standardized conventions to represent any kind of information [20].  It was designed to provide support for

meta-data on the WWW. There is an XML application proposal, named CDF (Channel Definition Format)

[6], designed to structure information distribution through channels. Channels defined using this format are

supported by Internet Explorer 4 applications. In our work, we extended CDF to accommodate new

concepts added to support mobile computing specific requirements.

Software Tools

Some tools have been proposed to author CDF files without having any knowledge about the CDF format

specification, such as Microsoft CDF Generator [11] and CDF Channel Maker [4]. However, we find that

these tools lack a mechanism to introduce modifications interactively in the channel information model. GIL

not only supports the dynamic characteristics of Ubidata’s channel model but also provides an easy to use

Web-based interface for Web publishers or information authors.

There are many tools on the Internet for handling XML files. In GIL we used XML Parser for Java, a

package that contains classes and methods for parsing, generating, manipulating, and validating XML

documents [8].

3. Dynamic Channel Model

The dissemination model of our software environment, called Dynamic Channel Model, is based on the

notions introduced by Cheriton [5]. An information channel, shortly channel, is defined as an abstraction of

communication and system resources necessary to distribute information to a set of users. Our application

implements the publisher/subscriber model [7], in which a user receiving information is called the
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subscriber and a user sending information is called the publisher. Publishers use channels to

disseminate/distribute information to a potentially large group of subscribers. A channel may have its set of

subscribers changing dynamically over time.
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Figure 1: Class diagram of the Dynamic Channel Model.

The contents carried by a channel are grouped into logical and atomic units called items. An item may be a

source file or a set of database objects specified as an SQL statement, in the case of a database source of
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information. When a subscriber adds a channel to his reception list, and before starting receiving data on

that channel, he must select and configure the items he is interested on.

Figure 1 represents the class diagram for the dynamic channel (in UML). The main classes of a channel are

transmitter and tuner. The former encloses what channels and items are to be disseminated, the coverage

regions and the conditions to inform the subscribers about new data available (called notifications). The

later encloses which channels are subscribed, which items are activated, and which notifications the

subscriber uses. A detailed description of the dynamic channel model is presented in [1].

4. Ubidata

In this section, we list the design objectives of our framework and present the essential stages and steps of

the development of information dissemination applications based on dynamic channels. The details of the

system design and the implemented architecture are described in [1]. We intended to build a flexible and

general framework for mobile computing information dissemination systems. Ubidata can serve as the basis

for the development of information systems that have in common some characteristics, such as the

distribution of information sources to a potentially large set of users. The environment implements the main

entities of the dynamic channel model presented above (publisher, network and subscriber), and has the

following main functions:

• information dissemination to reachable subscribers;

• notification of changes to subscribed data;

• definition of individual schedules for each of the subscribed items;

• replication of channel items, according to the settings of the corresponding subscriptions;

• maintenance of coherency among the items data.
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Development Process

In our perspective, the elaboration and construction of information dissemination applications consists in the

personalization of our dissemination model and customizing the software components of Ubidata.

We organized the essential steps of the development process in a methodology that uses UML [3]. We start

with the identification and characterization of the objects of the dissemination model. From this description,

we create a channel configuration file for Ubidata. These configuration files, called dynamic channel

description files (D-CDF) have a format that extends CDF [6]. Our extensions capture additional mobility-

related information, such as location, notifications and a more complex scheme for describing replicated

information, including support for passing database views. To represent these extensions, we introduce new

XML elements into CDF, reflecting the semantics of the Dynamic Channel Model.

Both publisher and subscriber sides take the CDF as input. Publishers load the CDF files to know what

information to disseminate, how to make it available, and when to notify subscribers about changes to the

information. Subscribers load the CDF to get information about the channel items available, their relevance

to the current position, and customize the notification and publisher polling schedules. The development

process of Ubidata’s applications is shown in Figure 2.

GILGIL
Editing ToolEditing Tool

GIL -GIL -
D-CDFD-CDF

GeneratorGenerator
UbidataUbidata

Application 
Conceptual Model

Dynamic Channel
Model

Requirements
specification

D-CDF
File

Analysis Design Implementation

Application

Figure 2: Ubidata application development process
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5. GIL

A limitation of existing mobile computing environments is that every organization willing to use this kind of

technology to disseminate information should have experts who would have to learn how to use the

replication facilities. Ideally, those who define what information is to be disseminated should not be aware

of the complexities of the infrastructure used to disseminate the information, so that those who create and

manage the channels are experts in their application domain, and not necessarily computer experts.

GIL is a tool that guides users through the information dissemination model, allowing them to create and

characterize channel representations of their Web applications, automatically configuring the Ubidata’s

framework to disseminate the specified contents.

GIL is part of the development process adopted for the Ubidata information dissemination process, shown

in figure 3. It helps the user to identify the specifications of the applications to develop, to map those

specifications on the dynamic channel model, and to automatically configure Ubidata accordingly.

GIL allows any user, even one that doesn’t know how the infrastructure publishes the information, to

specify what data he wants to publish, and how to publish it.

Architecture

GIL was designed to be platform independent, to maximize portability among different platforms. Whenever

possible we tried to use open technologies, because these are likely to become available sooner in a greater

number of platforms. GIL architecture is shown in figure 3. The data repository was implemented on a

DBMS because it is easy to put data saved this way on the Internet; furthermore it is easy to write Java

applets (or applications) to access the database. As we wanted to have channels information online,
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accessible to multiple users, the DBMS could offer concurrent access and atomic operation on persistent

data (transactions).

Figure 3: GIL Architecture

Design and Construction

GIL is composed of two main modules: a channel model editor and a configuration generator. To specify a

channel, the user starts with the editor, going through a series of screens to enter all the required

information. When all desired parameters are set, the user invokes the generation module, to create a

D-CDF file with all the Ubidata needed configurations. There is no interaction with the user during the

configuration generation process.

GIL’s editor is a Java applet. This technology allows the creation of good interactive applications that may

run across the Internet. The JDBC API has been used to access the database [9]. The user interface is based

on the Java Swing API, which provide a comprehensive library of interaction objects.

The generation module is implemented as a Java servlet [2]. As this module doesn’t interact directly with

the user, it can run entirely on the server side and may be invoked from the Internet. We considered the
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option of running it as an applet, but then it could not output results into the server file system. This module

uses: the servlet API, to couple itself to the Web server; the JDBC API, to read the database; IBM’s XML

Parser for Java API, to build the Document Object Model (DOM) tree equivalent to the D-CDF file to

generate. As the D-CDF is an application of XML, one can build a DOM representation of the D-CDF.

Once the DOM tree is built, the D-CDF file is automatically created, as illustrated in the figure 4 [17].

Tree XML docParser

Figure 4: D-CDF Generation

The format of generated D-CDF files is defined by the DTD (Document Type Definition) shown in figure 5.

In XML, the DTD defines a class of documents using a language that is a context-free grammar with

several constraints on the document structure [10]. We defined our DTD as an extension of the specification

of XML DTD of Microsoft's CDF [6].
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<!ELEMENT Channel (Title, Abstract, Item+)>
<!ELEMENT Title (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Abstract (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Item (Title, Abstract, View, Region, Schedule)>
<!ATTLIST Item HRef #PCDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT View (Query?, File*)>
<!ELEMENT File (FileNotification?)>
<!ATTLIST File

Href  #PCDATA #REQUIRED
Entrypoint (YES|NO) "NO"
Priority NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT FileNotification (Title, Abstract)>
<!ATTLIST FileNotification

ExpirationDate NMTOKEN #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT Query (Select, ResultSet, DBNotification*)>
<!ELEMENT Select (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST Select

server #PCDATA #REQUIRED
user #PCDATA #REQUIRED
password #PCDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT ResultSet (EMPTY)>
<!ATTLIST ResultSet

HRef #PCDATA  #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT DBNotification (Title, Abstract, Condition, ExpirationDate)>
<!ATTLIST DBNotification

Kind (insert, delete, update) #REQUIRED
Table #PCDATA #REQUIRED
ExpirationDate NMTOKEN #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT Condition (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Region (Point*, Circle*, Polygon*)>
<!ELEMENT Point (EMPTY)>
<!ATTLIST Point

x NUMBER  #REQUIRED
y NUMBER  #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Circle (EMPTY)>
<!ATTLIST Circle

x NUMBER  #REQUIRED
y NUMBER  #REQUIRED>
radius NUMBER #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Polygon (Point, Point, Point+)>
<!ELEMENT Schedule EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Schedule

StartDate NMTOKEN #IMPLIED
StopDate NMTOKEN #IMPLIED
IntervalTime NMTOKEN #IMPLIED>

Figure 5: DTD of D-CDF
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A Scenario of usage of GIL

The information publisher starts with a Web page that initializes the channel editor applet. Then, the applet

shows up a screen vertically divided into two distinct areas. The left side is for user navigation in the

channel model being edited. The right side is for the edition of the properties of item selected on the left side.

As GIL started on an empty model, a screen is presented for the creation of a new channel (see figure 6 (a)).

The user then creates a new channel to disseminate information about movies (available rooms, new movies,

etc.) (figure 6 (b)). Within this channel, he can then create the items corresponding to the information to

disseminate. In this example he will create one only item to disseminate the movies showing in Lisbon

(figure 6 (c)).

For each item, the publisher has to specify what geographic regions will receive the information. This is

entered using the screen shown in figure 6 (d).

Next, the publisher defines a view on the information. In this scenario, he only defines one file view (figure

6 (e)).

When the channel is specified, the user redirects its Web browser to the page for launching the generation

module. He then creates the corresponding D-CDF file. The file is not returned to the user, but is saved in

the GIL application server, to be delivered to Ubidata for reconfiguration of the infra-structure. The

figure 6(f) shows the D-CDF given by the execution of this example.
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(a) Channel creation

(b) Channel definition
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(c) Item creation

(d) Region specification
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(e) Item file view creation

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<channel>

<title>Cinemas</title>
<abstract>Sessões e filmes disponíveis</abstract>
<item href="http://ui.icat.fc.ul.pt/cinema.html">

           <title>Lisboa</title>
           <abstract>Filmes em exibição em Lisboa</abstract>
           <view>
                     <file href="http://cinema.etc.pt/cgi-bin/por_cidade.pl?LISBOA"
                       entrypoint="1" priority="1"/>
            </view>
            <region>
                  <circle x="40.20583333333333333333333333333333333333"
                              y="8.42166666666666666666666666666666666667"

                           radius="5"/>
             </region>
             <schedule startdate="01011999" stopdate="31121999"
                               intervaltime="001 00:00:00"/>
     </item>
</channel>

(f) D-CDF file

Figure 6: Channel definition and D-CDF generation in GIL
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

We have finished the first prototype of GIL, which has approximately 3000 lines of code. The design and

construction of GIL required a 4 persons×month effort. We intend to evaluate GIL and Ubidata usability by

monitoring its use in the development of application prototypes and comparing the software metrics of these

prototypes against those of identical applications built using generic software development environments.

This information will be used to improve a second version of GIL.

As future work, we intend to make our architecture for the software infrastructure scale-up to a much larger

number information subscribers, enabling large-scale distribution of "information appliances" that can

adapt to changes in information sources and use much smaller and more usable devices, capable of

connection-less communication [16]. With the new announced devices and technologies, information

sources could be discovered dynamically, using RDF (W3C´s Resource Description Framework) [12, 15]

and communication could be based on WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) services [18].
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